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ith the recent sharp increases in the price of oil, issues of security of 
supply, and pressure to honor greenhouse gas emission limits (e.g., 
the Kyoto protocol), much attention has turned to renewable energy 
sources to fulfill future increasing energy needs. Wind energy, now 
a mature technology, has had considerable proliferation, with other 
sources, such as biomass, solar, and tidal, enjoying somewhat less deployment. 
Waves provide previously untapped energy potential, and wave energy has been 
shown to have some favorable variability properties (a perennial issue with many 
renewables, especially wind), especially when combined with wind energy [1].
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The main reason for the lack of proliferation of wave en-
ergy is that harnessing the irregular reciprocating motion 
of the sea is not as straightforward as, for example, extract-
ing energy from the wind. Wind-energy turbine design 
has mostly converged on a generic device form—the three-
bladed horizontal axis turbine—and turbine technology 
and its associated control systems are well developed.
It is interesting that as solar energy is subsequently con-
verted into wind and then waves, the power density 
increases. For example, at a latitude of 15° N (northeast 
trades), the solar insolation is 0.17 kW/m2. However, the 
average wind generated by this solar radiation is about 20 
kn (10 m/s), giving a power intensity of 0.58 kW/m2 that, in 
turn, has the capability to generate waves with a power 
intensity of 8.42 kW/m2 [2]. This progressive increase in 
energy intensity can be attributed to the time integration of 
the primary driving resource. In particular, a significant 
amount (intensity and duration) of surface heating must 
occur before wind is generated, while consistent wind is 
required to generate waves. In fully developed seas, wind is 
assumed to have been in steady state for a sufficient dura-
tion to generate the maximum wave amplitude attributable 
to a particular wind velocity. The time integration phenom-
enon also results in a slowing of the dynamical response to 
the stimulus. For example, wind velocity slowly diminishes 
after the solar heating stimulus is removed, while the same 
is true for wave motion with respect to the wind stimulus.
The distribution of wave energy worldwide is depicted in 
Figure 1. An interesting characteristic of the wave-energy dis-
tribution is that some countries with a relatively high depen-
dence on imported fossil fuels for electricity production (for 
example, Ireland was at 88% in 2008) have access to significant 
wave-energy resources (70 kW/m of wave crest). As a case in 
point, Ireland has the potential to capture 14 TWh of wave 
energy per year, which is more than half of its annual energy 
consumption of about 26 TWh. However, a complicating 
factor is that wave-energy resources are frequently located a 
significant distance from consumption centers, which is also 
an issue for other renewable resources [3].
The current poor state of wave-energy technology devel-
opment is highlighted by the availability of just a few com-
mercially available wave-energy converters (WECs), includ-
ing the Wave Dragon [5], Pelamis [6], Oyster [7], and 
Wavestar [8]. The stark contrast in the operational principles 
of these four devices, as well as the diversity in appearance 
and operation of the 147 prototypes listed in [9], provides 
further evidence of the relative immaturity of wave-energy 
technology. A useful overview of wave-energy devices and 
technology classification is provided in [10]; see also 
“Diverse Operating Principles of Wave-Energy Converters.”
In addition to the relative lack of progress in basic WEC 
design, there is, understandably, a corresponding “fertile 
field” in the development of control system technology to op-
timize the operation of wave-energy devices. This article will 
attempt to show that the availability of such control technolo-
gy is vitally important if WECs are to be serious contenders in 
the renewable energy arena. Ultimately, energy conversion 
must be performed as economically as possible to minimize 
the delivered energy cost, while also maintaining the struc-
tural integrity of the device, minimizing wear on WEC com-
ponents, and operating across a wide range of sea conditions.
Dynamic analysis and control system technology can 
impact many aspects of WEC design and operation, including 
device sizing and configuration, maximizing energy extrac-
tion from waves, and optimizing energy conversion in the 
power take-off (PTO) system. Ultimately, commissioned 
wave-energy devices or “farms” must provide energy at prices 
competitive with other renewable sources. In the short term, a 
number of state agencies, including in Portugal and Ireland, 
have provided guaranteed feed-in tariffs to stimulate the 
development and proliferation of wave-energy devices, at 
€0.23/kWh and €0.22/kWh, respectively. As a benchmark for 
comparison, the cost of domestic electricity in Ireland is cur-
rently €0.17/kWh. Some recent analysis suggests that current 
costs for wave energy are in the region of €1/kWh [11].
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Figure 1 An outline global wave map [4]. in general, the latitudes 
40–60°, north and south, contain high energy waves. However, 
proximity to population centers is a major determinant in the utility of 
wave energy.
There are many new promising areas where control can make further 
contributions in wave-energy applications, including cooperative 
control of arrays of wave-energy devices.
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As a measure of the challenge, since energy density in-
creases by a factor of almost 15 in the conversion from wind 
to wave, wave devices might be expected to be 15 times 
smaller than their wind counterparts, for a comparable 
power output. However, a typical conventional 850-kW 
horizontal axis wind turbine, such as the Vestas V52–850 
kW, has a tower height of 60 m and a rotor diameter of 52 m, 
whereas the Pelamis WEC rated at 750 kW has a length of 
150 m and a diameter of 3.5 m. This rough comparison sug-
gests that considerable improvements to the mechanical 
design of WECs could still be made. However, since raw 
renewable resources (such as wind, wave, and tidal) are 
free, the predominant performance metric [12] for wave 
energy is the cost of energy delivered to the grid, rather 
than a pure efficiency measure.
The control community has a significant role to play in 
making wave-energy extraction economical. While much 
work remains to be done on optimizing the basic geometry 
of WECs and the development of efficient PTO systems, it is 
already clear that appropriate control technology has the ca-
pability to double the energy taken from WECs [13]. How-
ever, the control problem does not fit neatly into a traditional 
Diverse Operating Principles of Wave-Energy Converters
Despite the fact that the earliest wave-energy devices were suggested in the 19th century, the development of wave-
energy technology has been slow, and little convergence on an 
optimum shape, or even operating principle, has been achieved. 
Figures S1–S3 show a variety of devices, each of which essen-
tially harness wave energy through a different mechanism. 
However, apart from the device shown in Figure S4, each of the 
devices harnesses ocean energy through an oscillating motion, 
and therefore relate directly to the control issues described in 
this article. though the device of Figure S4 has natural rectifica-
tion of wave motion, some interesting control problems are still 
associated with such devices [S1]. 
this sidebar is not intended to be a comprehensive over-
view of the diversity or range of wave-energy devices, nor is 
the intention to provide a set of classes under which all Wecs 
can be placed. rather, the intention is to show some of the 
diversity in operating principles and the lack of convergence 
in the development of Wec prototypes. For a more compre-
hensive treatment, the interested reader is referred to [S2] 
and [S3].
OSCILLATING WATER COLUMNS
the device shown in Figure S1 is an oscillating water column 
(OWc), where vertical (heave) motion in the column of water 
drives air through a turbine. Often, Wells or impulse turbines 
are used, which provide unidirectional torque to the turbine 
despite the bidirectional air flow. both land-based and floating 
OWc devices have been proposed. Land-based OWcs can be 
sensitive to tidal height variations.
pOINT ABSORBERS
Point absorbers usually harness the heaving motion of the 
device for conversion to useful energy. Point absorbers have 
the advantage of being insensitive to wave direction and can 
be bottom referenced, where motion relative to the seabed is 
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Figure S1 A land-based oscillating water column device.
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Figure S2 the Wavebob device concept is an example of a 
heaving buoy. energy is harnessed from the relative motion of 
the torus and tank.
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form such as setpoint tracking, although more traditional 
regulation loops are required for some special cases such as 
potable water production [14]. In addition, servo loops are 
often required in hierarchical WEC control (see the section 
“Wave-Energy Control Fundamentals”).
This article articulates the control problem associated 
with WECs, examines the structure of a typical WEC 
model, and provides some examples of how control and 
associated technologies can be applied to WECs and WEC 
arrays. An overview of the forecasting problem associated 
with noncausal control strategies is also given, along with 
some sample forecasting results, while a comprehensive 
overview of the general research literature relating to the 
control of wave-energy devices is contained in the section 
“Overview of the WEC Control Literature.”
QUANTIfYING ThE WAvE RESOURCE
The two measurable properties of waves are height and 
period. Researchers and mariners usually characterize wave 
heights by the average of the highest one-third of the observed 
wave heights. This statistically averaged measure is termed 
the significant wave height and usually denoted as H /1 3  or Hs . 
captured or can be used to also harness the relative motion 
between two device components. Figure S2 shows the Wave-
bob device concept, where the bottom section remains rela-
tively motionless, while the top part (the torus) is sensitive to 
incident wave motion. the Wavebob device, as shown in Fig-
ure S2 employs a hydraulic PtO [S4]. An example of a bottom-
referenced point absorber is the Seabased device [S5], which 
employs a direct electrical PtO. 
CONNECTEd STRUCTURES 
A variety of devices fall into the class of connected structures, 
including the commercial Pelamis device [S6] and the Mccabe 
wave pump (MWP), shown in Figure S3. Useful power is captured 
from the relative motion of the device sections. For the Pelamis 
device, both yaw and pitch motion between sections are accom-
modated, while the MWP device permits only relative pitch motion.
OvERTOppING dEvICES
Overtopping devices use a ramp in the incident wave direction 
to create a forward motion of breaking waves, somewhat like the 
action of waves on a beach. However, unlike a beach, the forward-
progressing waves are captured in a reservoir, which has a mean 
water height above the mean sea level, as shown in Figure S4. 
this potential head is then harnessed in a manner similar to a 
conventional hydroelectric system. both land-based and floating 
overtopping devices have been proposed, although land-based 
schemes can be sensitive to tidal height variations. ballast control 
is an important feature of floating overtopping devices [S1].
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Figure S4 Overtopping devices provide natural rectification of 
the hydraulic power flow and employ a low-head power take-off 
not dissimilar to conventional hydroelectric systems.
Figure S3 the Mccabe wave pump harnesses relative pitch 
motion between sections. An underwater horizontal damper 
plate is attached to the central section to reduce heave motion.
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In addition, real ocean waves do not generally occur at a single 
frequency. Rather, a distributed amplitude spectrum is used 
to model ocean waves, with random phases. Energy spectra 
are widely used to represent sea states [15]–[18]. The wave spec-
tral density (or wave spectrum) has the form
 ( ) ,S T AT eT BT3
4
= -  (1)
with the coefficients A  and B, for example, given for the 
Pierson-Moskowitz model by [16]
 .
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where V  is the wind velocity measured 
19.5 m above the still-water level (SWL), g  
is the acceleration due to gravity, and T  is 
the wave period in seconds. Some typical 
wave spectra generated from this model 
are shown in Figure 2. Note that the avail-
able wave energy increases (approximately) 
exponentially with wave period .T
Not all waves are well represented by 
the spectral models of the type shown in 
(1). In some cases, where swell and local 
wind conditions are relatively uncorrelated 
(which can often be the case, for example, 
on the west coast of Ireland [19]), “split 
spectra,” consisting of spectra containing 
two distinct peaks, can occur. The variety 
of spectral shapes, illustrated in Figure 3, 
presents a significant challenge to both the 
WEC designer and control engineer.
All of the aforementioned wave spec-
tral models are for fully developed waves; in 
other words, the fetch (the distance over 
which the waves develop) and the duration for which the 
wind blows are sufficient for the waves to achieve their 
maximum energy for the given wind speed. In addition, 
linear wave theory is assumed, meaning that waves are 
well represented by a sinusoidal form, which relies on 
assuming that there are no energy losses due to friction, 
turbulence, or other factors and that the wave height H  is 
much smaller than the wavelength m .
However, not only is the “wind-wave” component in 
Figure 3 for set G3  at odds with the spectrum shown in 
Figure 2, there are three distinct low-frequency compo-
nents in set G1 . Directional wave analysis [20] can be used 
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Figure 3 real wave spectra recorded at Galway bay in ireland. in general, low-frequency waves have the highest power. Narrow-banded 
seas make wave forecasting and wave-energy converter control more straightforward, allowing a focus on a predominant single frequency.
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Figure 2 A typical Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectra, from (1), for different steady-state 
wind velocities. both the wave amplitude and period increase with an increase in the 
driving wind speed.
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to reveal the individual components. In general, with 
regard to wave directionality, directional wave devices are 
tethered with nondirectional moorings, which allow the 
devices to face the predominant wave direction (weather 
vaning), or devices are nondirectional, such as heaving 
buoy-type devices.
There are a number of exceptions to this general rule, 
including shore-mounted oscillating water-column devices, 
and while many devices can be considered nondirectional, 
the (fixed) moorings to which they are attached are rarely 
truly nondirectional.
In general, a wave spectrum is assumed to be station-
ary for up to 3 h. Time-frequency analysis via the wavelet 
transform [21] can be used to examine spectral variability. 
For longer durations, such as a year, wave scatter dia-
grams (see Figure 4) provide a joint probability table of 
significant wave heights and characteristic periods for a 
particular wave site. For example, the data shown in 
Figure 4 show two predominant wave climates that exist 
at a particular site.
The energy in an ocean wave, consisting of both poten-
tial and kinetic energy, is proportional to the square of the wave 
amplitude [2] and proportional to the wavelength
 ,E E E
gH b
8w p k
2t m
= + =  (4)
where H  is the wave height above SWL, m  is the wave-
length, t  is the water density, and b  is the crest width. In 
deep water, the energy in a linear wave is equally composed 
of potential energy (exhibited by the wave height) and 
kinetic energy (dependent on the motion of the particles)
 .E E
gH b
16p k
2t m
= =  (5)
For simulation purposes, wave spectra are usually dis-
cretized and individual sinusoidal components used, 
where the amplitudes are determined from the spectral 
density (such as in Figure 2), and random initial phases 
employed for the individual components.
MAThEMATICAL MOdELS fOR  
WAvE-ENERGY dEvICES
Mathematical models of wave-energy devices are required 
for a variety of purposes:
 » assessment of power production
 » assessment of loading forces under extreme sea 
conditions
 » simulation of device motion, including evaluating 
the effectiveness of control strategies
 » for use as a basis for model-based control design.
Mathematical models for wave-energy devices should, 
ideally, encompass the water/device (hydrodynamic) 
interactions and PTO system and may also include a model 
for connection to an electrical grid, thus presenting a total 
“wave-to-wire” model [22]. While the PTO and grid (or 
possibly other downstream energy consumers, such as 
reverse osmosis units) may be modeled using more tradi-
tional physical lumped-parameter modeling methodolo-
gies, the determination of the hydrodynamic model for a 
WEC, or array of WECs, is nontrivial. A variety of model-
ing methodologies are available, most of which involve the 
solution to partial differential equations across a numeri-
cal mesh.
Among the possible hydrodynamic solvers with the 
highest fidelity are algorithms based on smooth particle 
hydrodynamics (SPH) [23] or computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) [24]. Such approaches can articulate the full range 
of nonlinear hydrodynamic forces in three dimensions. 
However, given the significant computational overhead of 
such approaches (typically a second of simulation time 
takes around an hour of computation time), they are not 
ideal either as a basis for model-based control design nor as 
a simulation tool to evaluate the effectiveness of various 
control designs. However, CFD models have been used to 
develop simpler parametric models, which can provide a 
basis for control design and simulation [25]. The remainder 
of this section is primarily devoted to the development of 
hydrodynamic models. An outline of a possible PTO 
system is shown in Figure 5 and shows the possible inclu-
sion of mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical components. 
In many cases, for example, for the SeaBased device [26], 
the WEC is directly coupled to a linear generator, eliminat-
ing the hydraulic components. Given the many potential 
changes of energy form evident from Figure 5, bond graphs 
have been shown to be a powerful tool in providing a sys-
tematic graphical procedure to determine mathematical 
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Figure 4 A sample scatter diagram for the Atlantic Marine energy 
test Site in belmullet, ireland. in general, both peak period, ,Tp  and 
significant wave height, ,Hs  increase together. typical Atlantic 
waves cover a period span of 6–12 s.
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models for wave-energy PTO systems [27] or complete 
wave-energy systems [28].
Linear Models and Cummins’ Equation
Consider a single-body floating system oscillating in heave, 
which is schematically depicted in Figure 6. Energy is 
extracted from the relative motion with the sea bottom, 
through a generic PTO mechanism. The external forces 
acting on the WEC are the excitation from the waves and 
the control force produced by the PTO, namely ( )f tex  and 
( )f tu . Additional hydrodynamic and hydrostatic forces, 
which arise due to the motion of the body in the water, are 
the radiation force ( )f tr , the diffraction force ( )f td , the vis-
cous force ( )f tv , and the buoyancy force ( )f tb  [29].
The radiation force ( )f tr  is a damping/inertial force aris-
ing due to the fact that device motion, resulting in the pro-
duction of radiated waves, is affected by the surrounding 
fluid. Such radiation forces are present even in the absence 
of incident waves and can be estimated using free response 
tests. The diffraction (or scattering) force ( )f td  describes the 
force experienced by the device when scattering incident 
waves and is independent of the device motion. The vis-
cous damping force ( )f tv  is a nonlinear force and becomes 
significant with increased device velocity. It is particularly 
relevant where the body surface contains discontinuities 
(such as flanges), which result in the creation of vortices. 
Finally, the buoyancy force is related to the deflection of the 
device from its equilibrium (still water) position and is a 
balance between the Archimedes buoyancy force and the 
gravity force.
The equation of motion, following Newton’s second law 
and where a superposition of forces is assumed, in 1 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) is
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ),
Mv t f t f t f t f t
f t f t f tex
m r d v
b u
= + + +
+ + +
o
 
(6)
where ( )v t  is the heaving velocity and M  is the WEC mass.
With the assumptions associated with linear potential 
theory [29], namely that the fluid is irrotational, incom-
pressible, and inviscid; the WEC body has a small cross-
sectional area (or equivalently, the wave elevation is con-
stant across the whole body); and the body experiences 
small oscillations (so that the wetted surface area is nearly 
constant); the equation of motion simplifies to
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,f f t h t dex exd x h x x+ = -
3
3
-
+#  (7)
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),f t h v t d m v tr r
t
0
x x x=- - - 3 o#  (8)
 ( ) ( ) ( ),f t gS v d K x tb w
t
b
0
t x x=- =-#  (9)
 ( ) .f t 0v =  (10)
In (7), the excitation (and diffraction) force is related to the 
incident wave-free surface elevation ( )th  through the exci-
tation kernel function ( )h tex . Equation (8) expresses the 
radiation force as a linear convolution of the radiation 
kernel ( )h tr  with the oscillation velocity ( )v t . Note that 
( )h tex  and ( )h tr  effectively describe the impulse responses 
in excitation force and radiation force to impulses in free 
surface elevation and device motion, respectively. Added 
mass reflects an effective increase in the device inertia 
since an accelerating floating body moves some volume of 
the surrounding fluid. In general, added mass is a fre-
quency-dependent quantity but is often approximated by 
its infinite frequency asymptote m3 .
The buoyancy force ( )f tb  models the hydrostatic equilib-
rium, related to the heaving position through a linear coef-
ficient that depends on the gravity acceleration g , the water 
Body 1
PTO
SWL
fex(t)
fu(t)
v(t)
Figure 6 A one-degree-of-freedom floating system for wave-energy 
conversion. the lower side of the power take-off is anchored to the 
sea bed, which provides an absolute reference for device motion.
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density t , and the surface area of the body cut by the mean 
water level Sw . Note the noncausality of the expression for 
the excitation force, where ( )h t 0ex !  for t 0#  [29]. Equation 
(6), excluding the mooring force ( )f tm  and the viscous 
damping force ( )f tv , results in the widely used Cummins’ 
equation [30]
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .
M m v t h v t d K x t
h t d
r b
ex
t
0
x x x
x h x x
+ + - +
= -
3
3
3
+
-
o #
#
 
(11)
To focus on the control problem, the mooring force ( )f tm  
is omitted from the following analysis, while the viscous 
damping force ( )f tv  is discussed in the next section. Typi-
cally, ( )h tex  and ( )h tr  are calculated numerically using 
boundary-element potential methods such as WAMIT [31], 
which performs the calculations in the frequency domain, 
or ACHIL3D [32], where time-domain calculations are 
used. Equation (11) can also be used to model multibody 
systems [33] or arrays of devices [34], with the modification 
that the dimensions of M , m3 , and K  and the hydrody-
namic parameters represented by ( )h tex  and ( )h tr  all 
increase in dimension accordingly.
Modeling Higher-Order Hydrodynamic Effects
Linear model (11) assumes sinusoidal waves (or a summa-
tion thereof), no viscous effects, and no vortex shedding. In 
addition, the boundary element methods used to compute 
( )h tex  and ( )h tr  assume small waves, small device motion 
(that is, small displacement and velocity), and that the 
hydrostatic coefficients are constant. While the assumption 
of small device motion is usually reasonable for systems 
contained within a regulatory loop (which tries to main-
tain the system output at a reference point), this assump-
tion is not well satisfied in the case of WECs since it is nor-
mally the objective to exaggerate the motion (for example, 
through resonance) to maximize power capture. Finally, 
current boundary-element solvers typically use a fixed 
mesh, although some new approaches are now appearing 
that use adaptive meshes [35]. However, the computational 
effort increases considerably with adaptive meshing.
Ideally, nonlinear device motion and nonlinear interac-
tions between the incident wave field and the diffraction 
and radiation potentials should be considered, potentially 
resulting in coupling between different motions and gen-
erating parametric resonance effects [36]. Possible device 
submergence can be taken into account using potential 
methods, which cannot take into account wave breaking 
effects since their effects are calculated only from a “poten-
tial” point of view.
Numerical methods for partial or fully nonlinear hydro-
dynamic modeling have been developed [37], and several 
commercial software packages are already on the market 
such as FREDYN [38] and LAMP [39]. Among these latter 
methods, a possible extension of the linear time-domain 
model is to compute the nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces on 
the undisturbed wetted surface, while diffraction-radiation 
forces remain linear or are expanded up to the second-
order [40], [41]. Hence, the hydrodynamic force Hx  may be 
decomposed into six terms as
 ,FK Rad( ) Diff( ) Rad( ) Diff( )H B 1 1 2 2x x x x x x x= + + + + +  (12)
where indexes (1) and (2) denote the first- and second-order 
solutions for both diffraction and radiation force. For exam-
ple, [42] calculates Froude-Krylov forces both on the instan-
taneous and exact wetted surfaces to compare the power 
production for linear and nonlinear WEC models. The 
assumption is that the Froude-Krylov forces are large com-
pared to diffraction and radiation forces, which are mod-
eled using linear terms. The study in [42] clearly shows that 
linear models overestimate WEC motion for large wave exci-
tation. A slightly alternative formulation is presented in 
[43]. The difficulty of employing such approaches is the 
need for recalculation of hydrodynamic parameters at each 
simulation step, which renders such methods computation-
ally inappropriate as a basis for model-based control, 
although the methods could possibly be used for high-
fidelity simulation.
If desired, nonlinear viscous forces can be added [for 
example, to (11)] using a term experimentally derived by 
[44], such as
 ( ) | ( )| ( )f t RC v t v tv dt=  (13)
for a cylindrical shape, where t  is the water density, R  is 
the cylinder radius, and Cd  is the drag coefficient. Empiri-
cal validations of (13) have proven its validity, and methods 
have been proposed to evaluate the coefficient Cd  for cer-
tain specific shapes [45], [46]. In addition, a linear approxi-
mation to (13) may be derived, using an energy-matching 
technique [47] if desired.
In addition, nonlinear PTO effects, such as saturation, 
nonideal efficiency, and other static nonlinearities, could be 
considered but are beyond the scope of this review, given 
the wide variety of PTO system components available.
Figure 7 considers nonlinear effects within the context 
of overall WEC operation. As the motion becomes more 
Increasing
Velocities,
Amplitudes,
Forces
Survival
Mode
Highly Nonlinear
Region
Nonlinear Region
Linear Region
Power-
Production
Mode
Figure 7 Wave-energy converter (Wec) operational modes and 
nonlinear behavior. Most Wecs need to enter a survival mode in 
extreme wave conditions to avoid structural damage.
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exaggerated, nonlinear effects become more predominant. 
However, from a control perspective, nonlinearity is only 
an issue within the power production mode. Beyond a 
“safe” operating region, supervisory control is normally 
used to put the device into survival mode, which limits 
motion and allows extreme wave forces to be tolerated 
while maintaining device integrity.
Radiation Damping Approximations
Typically, for both simulation and control applications, the 
radiation damping convolution term in (8) is replaced by a 
closed-form (finite-order) equivalent. This replacement has 
several advantages. The integrodifferential equation in (11) 
is replaced by a higher-order differential equation, making 
analysis more straightforward, the resulting finite-order 
dynamical system is faster to simulate, and the closed-form 
dynamical equation can be used as a basis for model-based 
control design.
In general, ( )h tr  (and its Fourier transform, ( )Hr ~ ) are 
nonparametric in form, being the result of a numerical cal-
culation on a distributed system. Approximations can be 
determined in either the time or frequency domain, depend-
ing on the manner in which ( ) ( )h t Hr r) ~  was determined 
and the intended (time/frequency domain) use of the finite-
order approximation. For example, WAMIT [31] uses a fre-
quency-domain analysis to determine ( )Hr ~  directly and 
approximations based on WAMIT data are usually based on 
frequency-domain error criteria. In such a case, state-space 
forms [48] or transfer function forms [49] may be deter-
mined using frequency-domain identification [50].
Alternatively, if ( )h tr  is directly produced, for example 
from the time-domain code ACHIL3D [32], time-domain 
impulse-response fitting can be employed, typically using 
the method in [51]. In general, an order 4–10 linear approx-
imation to ( )h tr  is used, for both time- and frequency-
domain approaches. In some cases, a second-order 
approximation is adequate and has the added advantage 
of giving a pole pair, which has a strong connection with 
the radiation damping transient response. Reference [52] 
provides an overview of, and background on, the calcula-
tions of finite-order approximations to ( ) ( )h t Hr r) ~ . Ref-
erence [52] also considers finite-order approximation to 
the excitation force kernel h tex ^ h (with Fourier transform 
( )Fex ~ ) as does [49].
WAvE-ENERGY CONTROL fUNdAMENTALS
To consider the control problem for wave-energy devices, 
define the control objective
Maximize   Performance objective (maxi-
mize energy)
subject to:   Constraints (amplitudes, forc-
es, etc.)
Ignoring system constraints for the moment, a start can be 
made on the energy maximization problem by considering 
the force-to-velocity model of a WEC, which is obtained 
from (11) in the frequency domain [29] as
 ( ) ( )
( )
( )
,
F F
V
Z
1
ex u i~ ~
~
~+
=  (14)
where ( )Zi ~  is termed the intrinsic impedance of the system. 
In (14), ( )V ~ , ( )Fex ~ , and ( )Fu ~  represent the Fourier trans-
form of the velocity ( )v t , excitation force ( )f tex , and control 
force ( )f tPTO , respectively. Unless stated otherwise, the Fou-
rier transform of time-domain signals or functions will be 
denoted by the corresponding capital letter, namely 
( ) { ( )}X x tF_~ .
The intrinsic impedance ( )Zi ~  of the model in (14) is 
specified as (see [29] for the full derivation)
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,Z B M M Ki r a b2.~ ~ ~ ~ ~
= + + -; E  (15)
where ( )Br ~  is the radiation resistance (real and even) and 
( )Ma ~  is the frequency-dependent added mass, often 
replaced by its high-frequency asymptote m3 .
The model in (14) allows the derivation of conditions for 
optimal energy absorption and the intuitive design of the 
energy-maximizing controller in the frequency domain [29] as
 ( ) ( ),Z ZPTO *i~ ~=  (16)
where ( ) *  denotes the complex conjugate. The choice of 
ZPTO  as in (16) is referred to as complex conjugate control, but 
many (especially electrical) engineers will recognize this 
choice of ZPTO  as the solution to the impedance-matching 
problem represented by Figure 8. The result in (16) has a 
number of important implications.
 » The result is frequency dependent, implying that 
there is a different optimal impedance for each fre-
quency, which raises the question of how to specify 
the PTO resistance for irregular seas containing a 
mixture of frequencies.
Zi
ZPTOFex
PTODevice
fPTO
Velocity (v)
~
Figure 8 impedance matching for a wave-energy device, directly 
analogous to its electric circuit counterpart.
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 » Since ( )h tr  is causal, ( ) ( ( ))h t ZF PTOc 1 ~= -  is anti-
causal, requiring future knowledge of the excitation 
force. While this knowledge is straightforward for 
the monochromatic case (single sinusoid), it is more 
problematic for irregular seas. The issue of forecast-
ing random seas is dealt with in the section “Wave 
Forecasting.”
 » Since force and velocity can have opposite signs in 
Figure 8, the PTO may need to supply power for some 
parts of the sinusoidal cycle, which is akin to reactive 
power in electrical power systems. Such a phenome-
non places particular demands on PTO systems, not 
only in terms of the need to facilitate bidirectional 
power flow but also that the peak reactive power can 
be significantly greater than active power [53], [54]. 
The optimal passive PTO is provided by | ( )|,R ZPTO i ~=  
which avoids the need for the PTO to supply power 
but results in a suboptimal control.
 » The optimal control in (16) takes no account of physical 
constraints in the WEC/PTO, where there are likely to 
be limitations on displacement or relative displace-
ment, and the PTO force, and there may be external 
constraints imposed by electrical grid regulations.
The condition in (16) can alternatively be expressed in 
terms of an optimal velocity profile as
 ( ) ( )/( ( )),V F R2opt ex i~ ~ ~=  (17)
where / ( )R Z Z1 2 *i i i= +  is the real part of Zi . The condition 
in (17) is a condition on the amplitude of ( )Vopt ~ , with the 
restriction that ( )v topt  be in phase with ( )f tex , since Ri  is a 
real (and even) function. This phase condition, considered 
separately, forms the basis for some simple WEC phase con-
trol strategies, such as latching. See “Discrete Control—
Latching and Declutching” for further details.
While the conditions of (16) and (17) specify the optimal 
device velocity profile, the conditions do not specify how 
the velocity profile might be achieved. Figure 9 shows a 
hierarchical structure for WEC control, where the optimal 
velocity is calculated in the upper branch and the PTO force 
is used to achieve this velocity in the lower servo loop. 
Figure 9 highlights the calculation of the optimal velocity 
profile as an open-loop calculation, which is therefore sensi-
tive to modeling errors. Robustness must be addressed, 
which is considered in the section “Simple but Effective 
Control.” The control structure of Figure 9 is also used by 
most wind turbine controllers, where the optimum power 
coefficient Cp  is determined from blade pitch angle b  and 
tip speed ratio m , and generator torque control is then typi-
cally used to achieve the tip speed ratio that maximizes Cp , 
where ( , )C fturbinep b m=  [55].
Control Effectors
Since wave-energy PTO systems typically involve a number 
of changes of energy form, there can be a variety of ways to 
implement the required fPTO  to achieve the desired device 
velocity. Figure 5 shows a number of possible variables that 
can be manipulated to control the PTO force, which opposes 
the WEC device motion, including the hydraulic motor 
swash-plate angle, the generator excitation current, and the 
power converter conduction angle.
In general, only one of these inputs is used, although 
consideration of efficiency of the various PTO components 
suggests that some combination may be beneficial. An ad-
ditional input, for WECs where multiple hydraulic cylinders 
or (linear) electrical generators are used, could be the 
number of cylinders/generators employed either on a wave-
to-wave basis or for significant changes in sea state. Hy-
draulic bypass valves could be used to deactivate hydraulic 
cylinders, while linear generators could be electrically 
short-circuited. A final control possibility is that of a pump-
able water ballast, which can be used to alter the WEC iner-
tia and therefore change its resonant frequency [which is 
predominantly related to M  and Kb  in (11)]. An example 
study using ballast control for a bottom-hinged flap was 
performed by [56]. However, the use of water ballast as a 
control input has limitations, including maximum pump-
ing rate (determined by pump size) and the energy cost of 
moving water ballast is also an important consideration.
REAL-TIME CONTROL Of  
WAvE-ENERGY CONvERTERS
This section details two possibilities for real-time control of 
WECs, both of which handle system constraints. The methods 
are at opposite ends of the complexity/performance spectrum 
and so provide reasonable indicators of the range of WEC con-
trol algorithms available. In addition, a comprehensive litera-
ture overview of WEC control algorithms is provided in the 
section “Overview of the WEC Control Literature.”
Simple but Effective Control
Consider (17), which calculates the optimal velocity profile 
as a (frequency-dependent) function of the excitation force 
for the system as shown in Figure 6. Below, a suboptimal 
approximation of reactive control is proposed, where the 
Optimal
Calculation
Controller
External
Variables
+
-
R
Optimal
Setpoint
Controlled
Variable
Device
Manipulated
Variable
Figure 9 A hierarchical control structure, showing the optimal set-
point (feedforward) calculation and the servomechanism section 
that adjusts the power take-off so that the optimal (force/velocity) 
setpoint is achieved.
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Discrete Control—Latching and Declutching
Latching and declutching belong to the class of discrete control algorithms, that is, algorithms that implement an 
on/off PtO force, usually through a braking mechanism (latch-
ing) or PtO bypass (declutching). Latching and declutching 
can be combined, in which case the conversion performance 
increases considerably compared to latching or declutch-
ing individually [S7]. Figure S5 shows the principle of opera-
tion of both schemes. the red arrows show the position and 
operational mode of the latch or clutch. For simplicity, the 
PtO is assumed to implement linear damping (that is, f tPTO ^ h
,B v tPTO= ^ h  where v  is the device velocity) and the excitation 
is assumed to monochromatic, that is, a single sinusoid.
LATChING
in latching, the device motion is locked at various points in the 
wave cycle, particularly at the extrema of displacement, where 
the device velocity is zero. As a result, the braking effect is 
similar to a car handbrake, where the brake is applied at zero 
velocity and reliance is made on static friction to prevent mo-
tion. Figure S6 shows how the system variables evolve under 
a latching strategy. Latching is applied at time t1  and the de-
vice is released at t2  after a latched duration ,TL  and similarly 
for positive displacements, effectively increasing the potential 
energy during each half cycle. though the velocity is zero for 
parts of the cycle, the overall energy capture is increased, 
since the velocity, while quite nonlinear, is “in phase” with the 
excitation force.
in the late 1970s, several researchers independently pro-
posed latching [S8]–[S10], which satisfies the optimal phase 
condition only [S11], that is, the Wec device is in phase with 
force. though most suitable only for incident waves with pe-
riods larger than the resonant period of the oscillating body, 
[S12] showed that latching has better energy absorption, com-
pared to a linear PtO damping, when the period of the incident 
wave is shorter than the resonance period of the device. For 
polychromatic waves, the concept of phase between excitation 
force and velocity is not well defined, in which case the objec-
tive of optimization of the latching interval is not unique [S12]. 
in this case, the latching time can be optimized to synchronize 
the peak of the velocity with the peak of the excitation force 
[S13] or to maximize the absorbed power [S14].
Latching control fundamentals are presented in [S15]–[S17]. 
Latching and some of its variants have been extensively an-
alyzed from both the theoretical and practical points of view 
in [S18]. Detailed modeling and comprehensive simulation 
results from the application of latching control to a heaving 
hemisphere and to two vertical cylinders are given in [S19] and 
for a heaving hemisphere in [S20]. in [S21], latching control 
is implemented using neural networks, while [S22] studies the 
effects on the grid of the power produced by a Wec controlled 
with latching.
A control algorithm that exploits the natural coulomb damp-
ing characteristic of a hydraulic PtO to implement latching was 
designed in [S23]. the same approach was taken with a two-
body device in [S24], where the improvement in converted en-
ergy provided by latching was shown to be not as significant as 
for the single-body case. Latching control was also tested on a 
two-body device with a hydraulic PtO, which reached similar 
conclusions [S25]. More recent studies [S26], [S27], however, 
found that latching control applied to a two-body device can 
increase the annual average power output by up to five times. 
Simulations of latching control have been used to com-
pare the absorbed power of a two-body Wec to an equiva-
lent single-body system connected to the seabed [S28], [S29]. 
Simulation of a two-body, force-compensated Wec subject to 
latching control is provided in [S30]. in [S31], latching control is 
applied to the Wavebob device with a hydraulic PtO. 
SWL SWL
PTO
(a) (b)
PTO
Figure S5 Discrete control principles of operation. On/off power 
take-off (PtO) control can be implemented either through a braking 
mechanism, called (a) latching, or by bypass, called (b) declutching.
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Figure S6 the evolution of system variables under latching control.
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experimental applications of latching on prototypes have 
been reported in [S32]–[S35]. Latching control has also been 
tested in many experimental prototypes, including on the bul-
dra [S36], the first prototype of the AWS [S37]–[S39], and the 
SeAreV device [S14], [S40]–[S42].
Analytical computation of the optimal latching duration for 
monochromatic waves is reported in [S43], while numerical 
optimization is used to derive the optimal latching duration in 
[S28] and [S29] for random and monochromatic seas. Several 
latching control strategies in regular and random seas have 
been compared using a semianalytic solution for the latching 
period [S12], [S14]. A similar approach was taken in [S44], and 
a sensitivity analysis of the power converted using latching 
control for the SeAreV device is described in [S45].
the phase control of a heaving-buoy Wec subject to am-
plitude constraints is described in [S46]–[S48]. the applied 
phase control, which aims to keep the velocity in phase with 
the excitation force, produces results similar to latching. the 
optimality of latching, in terms of a nonlinear PtO force profile 
over the wave period, was shown in [S49]. As an extension to 
this study, a broader set of sea periods was examined in [S50], 
which showed that latching is only optimal when the dominant 
sea period is slower than the device resonant period.
dECLUTChING
in declutching, the device is unloaded at specific points in the 
cycle, as indicated by the intervals marked in Figure S7. De-
clutching, also called freewheeling or unlatching, was consid-
ered originally in [S51]. Subsequently, declutching was applied 
to the SeAreV device to obviate a characteristic effect of hy-
draulic PtOs known as coulomb damping [S52], [S53].
Declutching has also been studied in [S50], which shows that 
declutching is an optimal nonlinear damping strategy when the de-
vice resonant period is longer than the sea period. effectively, un-
loading the device during the declutching periods allows the device 
to “catch up” to the excitation force, which brings the device velocity 
(though nonlinear) into phase with the excitation force. 
A substantial increase in energy absorption compared to 
latching or declutching implemented independently has been 
shown recently [S7]. Active bipolar damping control, which is 
a combination of latching and declutching, has been simulated 
and implemented [S54].
OpTIMALITY Of LATChING ANd dECLUTChING
While neither declutching nor latching implement optimal com-
plex conjugate control, they offer potentially simple (no need 
for reactive power flow) methods to achieve resonance when 
the device resonant period is longer (declutching) or shorter 
(latching) than the wave period. Achieving resonance has the 
effect of broadening the response amplitude operator (fre-
quency response) of the device, as shown in Figure S8. 
Other nonlinear damping protocols, over each wave period, 
can be considered. However, it has been shown [S50] that, 
in general, for monochromatic seas and linear system mod-
els, latching (declutching) is optimal when the device resonant 
period is shorter (longer) than the wave period.
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noncausality and constraints are handled in a simple, but 
effective, way. The essence of this algorithm is the assump-
tion that ( )f tex  is a narrow-banded harmonic process, 
defined by time-varying amplitude ( )A t , frequency ( )t~ , 
and phase ( )t{  as
 ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) .cosf t A t t t tex ~ {= +  (18)
The optimal reference velocity can then be generated from 
the adaptive law
 ( )
( )
( ),
( ) ( )
,v t
H t
f t
H t R
1 1
2
1
ref ex
i ~
= =
t
 (19)
where the value of the constant ( )H t  is calculated from the 
curve / ( )B1 2 ~ , based on a real-time estimate of the peak 
frequency of the wave excitation force. An online estimate 
of the frequency ~t  and amplitude At  is obtained via the 
extended Kalman filter (EKF) [57]. Based on the narrow-
banded assumption of (18), the excitation force can be 
expressed in complex notation as
 ( ) , ,f t Ae e F Aeex ext0 _= . . .{ ~ {t" ,  (20)
where Fext  is the complex amplitude of ( )f tex .
As a consequence of the proportional reference-genera-
tion law in (19), the complex amplitude of the velocity Vt
and position Ut  can be expressed as
 V H
A e= .{t  (21)
 .U V H
A e
. .~ ~
= = .{t t  (22)
Suppose that the vertical excursion of the WEC is limited 
to Ulim!  m from equilibrium. From (22), the position con-
straint can be written as an equivalent velocity constraint
 | |U V U V Ulim lim+
.
# #
~
~=t t t  (23)
and an upper bound for the variable gain, /H1 , involving 
the amplitude and frequency of the excitation, can be 
derived from (21) as
 .H A
U1 lim# ~  (24)
The reference generation strategy, based on (17), (19), and 
(24), can therefore be modulated to keep the amplitude of the 
velocity within the bound specified in (23). A real-time esti-
mate of the frequency ~t  and amplitude At  of the excitation 
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can be obtained through the EKF [58], [59] and the feedfor-
ward gain / ( )H t1  adjusted according to
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According to (25), when in the unconstrained region, the 
velocity is tuned to the optimal amplitude given by complex-
conjugate control, as in (17). Otherwise, the maximum allowed 
velocity (lower than the optimal) is imposed, while keeping 
the velocity in phase with the excitation force. The control 
structure is illustrated in Figure 10. Since the algorithm is only 
loosely based on the WEC model, it has relatively good robust-
ness to modeling error. Lower loop control, illustrated in Fig-
ures 9 and 10, is performed using internal model control 
(IMC) [60], while a robust servo controller was developed in 
[61]. The simple but effective (SE) controller, when compared 
with a model predictive controller (MPC) in both wide- and 
narrow-banded seas, has a relative capture width (RCW) 
within about 10% of the MPC (see Figure 11) and even outper-
forms the MPC for long wave periods in the low Hs  case. Cap-
ture width is a common index of performance in wave energy 
and refers to the width of the wave front (assuming unidirec-
tional waves) that contains the same amount of power as that 
absorbed by the WEC [62]. However, the simple controller has 
superior robustness to variations in Kb  and has a relatively 
tiny fraction of the computational complexity of MPC. Note 
also, from Figure 11, that the amplitude and force limits of 
1
Zi(s)
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fex(t) . Ae
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Figure 10 A proposed control architecture for the simple/effective 
controller. the extended Kalman filter effectively tracks the wave 
frequency and amplitude as in (18), while the / ( )H t1  block provides 
an adaptive feedforward gain to determine the optimal velocity pro-
file. ( )K s  regulates the power take-off to ensure that the optimal 
velocity profile is achieved.
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±1 m and ±1 MN are, in general, well respected. The parame-
ter m  in Figure 11 reflects the sea spectrum bandwidth 
.0 5 &m =^  wide banded) from the Ochi sea 
spectrum model [18]. Further details and 
results for this controller are given in [63]. In 
a recent real-time implementation compari-
son [64], the SE controller outperformed an 
MPC controller, possibly due to the fact that 
the MPC was more heavily reliant on a math-
ematical model containing errors.
An MPC-Like Control Algorithm
The control solution presented in this sec-
tion is based on the discretization, in the 
time domain, of the PTO force and of the 
motion of the device to transform the prob-
lem into a nonlinear program. The approach 
is similar to the direct simultaneous method 
used for the solution of optimal control 
problems [65], where both the control vari-
ables and the state variables are discretized. 
The main steps are documented here, with 
more complete details available in [66] and 
[67]. The application is the general two-body 
device shown in Figure 12. Consistent with 
the desire to maximize the converted 
energy, a performance function of the form
 ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ))J T f t v t v t dtpto
T A B
0
= -#  (26)
is specified, where the vertical velocities of 
body A  and body B are denoted ( )v tA  and 
( )v tB , respectively. The system model, 
which includes interactions between the 
two bodies, is
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where the hydrostatic buoyancy is described by SA  and SB , 
while BA  and BB  are terms describing the linear viscous 
loss. The excitation forces on body A and body B are 
denoted by feA  and f eB , respectively. The objective is to find 
the optimal profile of the PTO force fpto^ h in a given time 
interval of length T  that maximizes the absorbed energy 
( )J T  as defined in (26), subject to
 ( ) ( ) .u t u t UmaxA B; ; # D- 3  (28)
The PTO force is assumed to be such that ( ) ([ , ])f t L T0pto 2! , 
where ([ , ])L T02  is the Hilbert space of square integrable 
functions in the interval [ , ]T0  and  also ( ), ( ) ([ , ])v t v t L T0A B 2!  
because these velocities are of physical bodies. The PTO 
force and the velocities are then approximated as a linear 
combination of basis functions in a finite-dimensional sub-
space of the space ([ , ]),L T02
Body A
Body B
Figure 12 A two-body self-reacting device. each body is tuned to a 
different resonant frequency, encouraging relative motion. the 
power take-off harnesses this relative motion. typical examples 
include the Wavebob and OPt Powerbuoy devices.
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Figure 11 Performance of the suboptimal causal control, compared with model predic-
tive control. relative capture width (rcW) figures of merit are comparable for both 
controllers, with some small compromise on PtO force limits by the simple-but-effec-
tive controller. (a) rcW. (b) Distribution of heaving excursion and PtO force.
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For any given set of coefficients describing the PTO force 
{ , , }p pN1 Pf , the components of the velocities are calculated 
by solving the system
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where ,$ $G H  denotes the inner product. Using the approxi-
mations in (29)–(31) and choosing Fourier series for the 
basis, (27) can be written [66] as
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where E ,A B  are the set of excitation force coefficients. The 
matrix 
 G
G
G
G
G
AA
BA
AB
BB= ; E 
contains hydrodynamic coefficients corresponding to the 
terms in (27). The performance function in (26) can now be 
rewritten as 
 ( ) ( ),J P P HP P Q E Q EA A B B=- + -< <  (34)
where H  and Q ,A B  are functions of the elements of G . The 
matrix H  can be shown to be positive definite; therefore, 
the quadratic cost function (34) is concave, and the global 
maximum of the unconstrained problem is obtained for
 ( ) ( ) .P H H Q E Q EA A B B1= + -< -r  (35)
The constrained optimization problem
 ( ) subject to ,max J P u Umax
P
; ; #D D3  (36)
is solved using the penalty method [68]; the constrained 
maximization problem (36) is therefore reformulated as the 
unconstrained minimization
 ( ) { , },min maxJ P u U0 max
P
; ;n D D- + -3  (37)
where 0>n  is the penalty parameter. The optimization is 
solved by starting with 11 %n , which corresponds to the 
unconstrained problem; if the solution violates the con-
straint, then kn  is updated as k k1n an=+  with 1>a  and 
the new solution P*k 1+  is calculated. If the constraint is sat-
isfied, the algorithm stops, otherwise the process is 
repeated until the solution is found.
For this control study, the feedback controller, as shown in 
Figure 9, was obtained by solving a continuous-time linear-qua-
dratic (LQ) tracking problem. Figure 13 shows sample results for 
the energy-maximizing controller, where the controller is 
switched on between t 100=  and t 375=  s. The normalized 
amplitude constraint is 0.1 m for this simulated example.
Other MPC-like WEC control algorithms have been pre-
sented in [69]–[71]. A chief difficulty in applying MPC to a 
performance function of the form of (26) is that the perfor-
mance function is, in general, nonconvex. The closely 
related optimal LQ Gaussian (LQG) problem for wave-
energy devices has been studied in [72].
Overview of the WEC Control Literature
This section provides an overview of the literature on the 
control of WECs and wave-energy arrays (farms). As a 
starting point, reviews of wave-energy conversion in gen-
eral terms in [73]–[80] provide a historical review of the 
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Figure 13 evolution of the relative position for the MPc-like control-
ler. the relative position constraint is strictly observed over the con-
trol period.
Much work remains to develop control strategies that perform well  
over the complete WEC operational space.
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control of WECs. A special issue of the Philosophical Transac-
tions of the Royal Society on wave energy also provides a 
good overview of control of WECs [81].
Several publications compare control strategies. While 
latching (see “Discrete Control—Latching and Declutch-
ing”) is suboptimal, this control strategy generally pro-
vides significant improvements with respect to passive 
control as shown, for example, in [82] and [83]. More 
detailed comparisons between optimal control, latching, 
and passive control are reported in [84]–[86] for both model 
simulations and wave tank tests.
For a simulated two-body device, reactive phase control 
resulted in significantly higher converted energy than 
latching control, and latching did not provide a significant 
improvement over a passive linear damper [87], in contrast 
to the boost observed in the single-body case. Several con-
trol techniques have been applied to the first Archimedes 
wave swing (AWS) prototype, with performance compari-
sons reported in [88]–[90]. The control algorithms imple-
mented are reactive control, phase and amplitude control, 
latching, IMC, and feedback linearization. Control meth-
ods for a heaving point absorber have been reviewed in 
[91], and control strategies for the Wavestar device have 
been compared with respect to the mechanical fatigue that 
they generate [54].
Finally, the Ph.D. theses [28], [92], [93], and [67] provide a 
good overview of wave-energy devices, their control, and 
associated issues.
Fundamental results
The analytical formulation for the maximum power absorbed 
by a system of oscillating devices was originally derived, 
independently, in [94] and [95]. Overviews of optimal control 
theory for heaving-body WECs are provided in [80], [96], and 
[97]. Reference [29] gives a comprehensive description and dis-
cussion about the theory of maximum power absorption, 
while [98] also provides an overview of the theory of WEC 
optimal control, with a time-domain formulation of the opti-
mality problem and a solution for a motion-compensated plat-
form on a floating body in an irregular sea.
One of the first applications of reactive control is 
described in [99] and applied to the Salter duck, which was 
a pioneering WEC device developed in the 1970s. Complex-
conjugate control, applied to the Salter duck, is also 
described in [100]. Simulation and experimental results 
showed the device “can absorb 100% of the incident power 
in its own width for linear monochromatic waves” [100] in 
a certain frequency band. Reactive (complex-conjugate) 
control has been implemented for a semisubmerged sphere 
oscillating in heave [101].
Complex conjugate control for a single DoF heaving-
body-type WEC is presented in [53] and [102], where the 
buoy is directly coupled to a linear generator. A two-body 
coupled oscillator is considered in [103] and [104] and a fre-
quency-domain model for the 2-DoF system is presented. A 
study of optimal control applied to a two-body point 
absorber oscillating in heave is also described in [105].
The effect of irregular waves (polychromatic waves) on 
complex-conjugate control is analyzed in [106] and [107], 
while signal processing techniques are applied in [108] to 
irregular wave measurements to mitigate the effect of anti-
causality and improve power absorption when implement-
ing reactive control.
causal control
In [109] and [110], reactive control of a WEC using a linear 
generator is implemented by tuning the PTO to the peak 
wave frequency. The WEC is then described by a second-
order differential equation with frequency independent 
coefficients. A similar approach is described in [111]. Imple-
mentation of causal control for the Wavestar WEC device is 
described in [112].
In [113], the noncausal transfer function between the opti-
mal velocity and the excitation force is approximated by a 
constant. It is claimed that, while significantly reducing the 
complexity and improving the robustness of reactive con-
trol, the energy capture was nearly optimal. Details and per-
formance analysis of the controller in [113] are given in the 
section “Simple but Effective Control.” A different approach 
is presented in [114] and [115], where an optimal causal con-
trol system is developed for a 3-DoF (surge, pitch, and heave) 
WEC based on an LQG regulator, which obviates the causal-
ity issue. Causal stochastic optimal control is implemented 
in [116], where the proportionality coefficient between the 
body velocity and the control signal is frequency indepen-
dent and was obtained by means of an optimization based 
on the spectral characteristics of the wave elevation.
Linear PtO Damping
Linear PTO damping parameterizes the PTO force as 
( ) ( ),Bf t v tpto pto=-  where Bpto  is the PTO damping coeffi-
cient. The optimal value of Bpto , which maximizes the 
instantaneous absorbed power, was calculated for a mono-
chromatic incident wave in [29]. Damping optimization for a 
vertical cylinder heaving WEC, for both regular and irregu-
lar seas, was carried out in [117]. Damping optimization has 
Dynamic analysis and control system technology can impact many aspects  
of WEC design and operation.
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also been studied also for a similar device subject to con-
straints [118].
Reference [119] compared several passive tuning (con-
stant Bpto ) strategies for irregular seas, whereas damping 
optimization is considered in [120]. A two-body heaving 
WEC is considered in [121], where damping coefficients for 
several wave climates are optimized. Experimental results 
from sea trials for a linear damping are provided in [122], 
while the experimental and simulation results are com-
pared for the same device in [123] and with a small mass 
modification in [124]. The study is further extended in [125] 
and [126] by considering the influence of damping on 
absorbed power for different sea states.
A slight variation on linear damping for the Wavebob 
device is considered in [127], where the performance of two 
different type of hydraulic circuits are compared, with a 
constant damping force when the velocity is larger than a 
threshold. A WEC with hydraulic PTO is also considered in 
[128] and [129], where the damping was optimized in regu-
lar and irregular seas, with the displacement of the hydrau-
lic motor controlling the damping. 
Other control Strategies
In [130] and [88], feedback linearization control and IMC, 
with both linear and neural networks models, are applied 
to the AWS device. The work was extended in [131] to 
include a switching controller that selects the appropriate 
control strategy based on the sea state.
An instantaneous control algorithm for a two-body 
WEC with a hydraulic PTO is implemented in [132], consist-
ing of a linear relationship between the hydraulic motor 
flow and the pressure applied on the piston. This highly 
nonlinear PTO mechanism was demonstrated to attain 
very nearly the same level of wave-energy extraction as an 
optimally controlled fully linear mechanism. A parameter 
optimization for a generic vertical cylinder WEC with 
respect to wave climate is described in [133].
Fuzzy logic control has also been used for the control of 
WECs. For instance, fuzzy logic is used to adjust PTO damp-
ing and stiffness based on the sea state and the instantaneous 
wave profile in [134]. As an extension, fuzzy logic, genetic 
algorithms, and robust control were combined in [135] and 
[136]. Genetic algorithms have also been used, in conjunction 
with neural control, for the design of a causal latching control 
strategy [137]. A WEC equipped with a hydraulic PTO was 
considered in [138], where the fuzzy controller was designed 
to adjust the hydraulic pump displacement, with the objective 
of regulating the speed of the electric generator shaft to the 
setpoint, which maximizes the conversion efficiency of the 
overall energy absorption. An additional example of fuzzy 
logic applied to the control of WECs can be found in [139], 
while the work in [140] describes a control strategy based on a 
multiobjective particle swarm optimization technique. 
PTO damping and spring coefficients of a self-reacting 
heaving WEC have been optimized by a stochastic 
approach using Pontryagin’s maximum principle [141], 
[142]. The control system presented in [143] is composed of 
high-  and low-level controllers. The high-level controller 
generates a PTO damping reference, while the low-level 
controller is of the proportional integral plus (PIP) form, 
implemented as feedforward PIP and state-dependent PIP 
[144]. The high-level optimization of captured energy is 
based on evolutionary algorithms [145].
Losses of the hydraulic PTO have been considered for a 
point absorber WEC [146], [147]. Efficiency of the hydraulic 
PTO has been studied in [148] as part of an effort to opti-
mize the passive damping and maximize the absorbed 
energy for the Wavebob device. PTO efficiency issues are 
also considered for a range of control strategies in [149]. 
In [150], a maximum-power, point-tracking algorithm is 
employed for the control of a point-absorber WEC equipped 
with a linear electrical generator. Control of WECs has also 
been performed by adjusting the inertia of the system [151], 
where mechanical amplification of oscillations are pursued 
by means of mass modulation, implemented by using water 
as ballast. A different approach for the control of the inertia 
of the absorbing system is to adjust the natural frequency of 
the WEC by repositioning an internal mass [152]. 
The reduction of parametric resonance for a heaving 
buoy WEC was investigated in [36], while filter design prin-
ciples were used to implement a wide bandwidth controller 
in [153] to improve the independence of WEC absorption 
performance from the sites in which they are deployed. 
When the conditions of the sea become too severe, control 
systems are generally programmed to shut down the device 
to protect the WEC. A control strategy called quiescent-period 
predictive control has been claimed to increase the average 
annual power production by preventing the control system 
from unnecessarily deactivating the device [154], [155]. 
For other control strategies based on forms of discrete 
(switching) control, see “Discrete Control—Latching and 
Declutching.” 
constrained control
Several researchers have studied the problem of maximiz-
ing the absorbed energy under the effect of constraints on 
A strong interaction between the optimal WEC array layout and  
the control algorithm employed has been demonstrated.
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the motion of the oscillating body, or on the maximum PTO 
forces. In [156], the power absorption capabilities of a slen-
der body with motion restrictions is studied. Subsequently, 
[157] presented a theory for the maximization of wave-
power absorption of a system of oscillating bodies in the 
frequency domain subject to oscillation amplitude restric-
tions. A more general formulation is provided in [158], 
where the author removes the limitation of having the same 
amplitude restriction on all degrees of freedom. 
In [151], the oscillation amplitude constraints are enforced 
by increasing the PTO damping, while [159] formulates an 
optimization problem in the frequency domain considering 
a WEC where energy is absorbed by means of the relative 
oscillation between a floating body and an on-board actively 
controlled motion-compensated platform. The constraint on 
the amplitude of the relative oscillation is introduced as a 
penalty term in the cost function to describe the balance 
between absorbed energy and oscillation amplitude. 
The maximization of the absorbed energy with motion 
and force restrictions has also been considered from a 
probabilistic standpoint in [118], with a heaving-point 
absorber moving with respect to a floating reference. The 
buoy is subject to restrictions on the relative oscillation 
amplitude due to the finite length of the stroke and to avoid 
slamming. The work was extended in [160] where the same 
analysis has been carried out for a small array of WECs. 
Reference [161] implements LQG control, applied to a 3-DoF 
WEC, with constraints on the PTO force, displacement, and 
voltage and current of the electrical generator, with the con-
straints formulated in terms of variance.
An early time-domain formulation for (amplitude) con-
strained maximization of absorbed energy is described in 
[162], where the WEC is a heaving cylinder subject to both 
regular and irregular (polychromatic) waves.
A powerful tool for the real-time optimal control of con-
strained systems is MPC, which has been used in the con-
text of wave-energy conversion [163]–[167]. In [163], the 
influence of the excitation force prediction horizon on the 
A broad range of control technologies and algorithms  
have strong potential in the area of wave-energy control.
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Figure 14 the two main approaches to wave forecasting. Up-wave pre-
diction requires the addition of extra sensors, while the time series 
approach in (a) simply forecasts future excitation force based on the 
measured device motion. (a) Prediction based only on local single-point 
measurements. (b) Prediction based on up-wave measurements.
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Figure 15 Wave prediction and confidence intervals for a filtered 
wave record for Pico island in the Azores. the prediction shows 
acceptable fidelity over a 35-s forecast horizon. 
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absorbed energy is exam-
ined, whereas [164] has 
described an improved 
formulation of MPC com-
pared to [163], which has 
more favorable structural 
properties that facilitate 
online implementation. 
MPC has been imple-
mented on a simple point 
absorber, with constraints 
on velocity, position, and 
generator force [165], and 
where the prediction of the 
excitation force was per-
formed by a Kalman filter. 
Nonlinear MPC has also 
been implemented in [168] 
on a generic WEC and in 
[166] on a two-body heav-
ing point-absorber, where 
the hydrodynamic model of the device is linear and the 
nonlinearities are due to mooring forces. 
control of Wave Farms
The analytical formulation of the maximum power absorbed 
by an array of oscillating devices was independently derived 
in [94] and [95]. Both researchers obtained a result that is the 
general case of reactive (phase and amplitude control) control. 
A system of optimally controlled WECs is described in [157], 
which also considered the effect of motion constraints on 
maximum power absorption. Also, [169] reports a study on 
linear arrays of heaving buoys, where unconstrained motion 
as well as constrained motion is considered. The work of [169] 
is extended in [170], which considered an infinite linear array 
of evenly spaced oscillating bodies. Constraints on arrays of 
oscillating bodies were considered in [171], where limiting the 
oscillation amplitude to two or three times the incoming wave 
amplitude results in the positive interference between array 
elements being reduced, although the negative interference is 
not significantly affected. 
Reference [172] presents a suboptimal method for the 
control of an array of WECs to obviate the issue associated 
with knowledge of the velocities of all devices, when calcu-
lating the optimal force for each device. A comparison 
between reactive control and suboptimal control is reported 
in [173], where suboptimal control is implemented by 
taking the diagonal of only the real part of the optimal PTO 
impedance matrix, resulting in the linear damping terms 
only. Several suboptimal control strategies are studied in 
[174], where two array configurations are considered, with 
both comprising five bodies in linear cross-shaped arrays. 
A similar approach is presented in [175] and [176] for a 
square array of vertical cylinders. As in [174], the damping 
is optimized both independently for each device and also 
globally, imposing the same value for all the devices. In 
[177], the damping for an array of four heaving hemispher-
ical devices is optimized for each frequency. 
Arrays of WECs are considered in [178] and [179] for PTOs 
with both damping and spring terms. The PTO tuning is 
equal for each device in the array and corresponds to the 
optimal tuning for an isolated WEC, as also in [180] and [181]. 
Independently optimized damping for each device is 
implemented in [182], where the array is composed of five 
closely spaced, aligned, heaving hemispheres. Constrained 
control of an array of 12 closely spaced, heaving-point 
absorbers is studied in [183] and [184], where the interbody 
distance is just 1.3 times the diameter of the WEC. An array 
of two heaving cylinders with a nonlinear PTO is consid-
ered in [185], where several values of the hydraulic pre-
charge pressure are compared, to find an optimal relation 
between PTO precharge pressure and incident wave period. 
Finally, a real-time control algorithm for arrays of WECs, 
using a basis function parameterization of system variables 
(following the general development in the section “An MPC-
Like Control Algorithm”), is presented in [47], and the 
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method is extended to consider system constraints in [34]. 
An MPC algorithm, using an approximate cost function, is 
presented in [71] and applied to control arrays of WECs. 
WAvE fORECASTING 
While some WEC control algorithms circumvent the need 
to predict future variations in free surface elevation or 
excitation force [63], [72], in general there is a need to pro-
vide forecast values of free surface elevation or excitation 
force due to the noncausality of the optimal PTO force, as 
articulated in the section “Wave-Energy Control Funda-
mentals.” Fortunately, there is a strong positive connection 
between the wave forecasting requirements of energy-
maximizing control [92] and the forecastability of random 
seas [59], due to the close relationship between the radia-
tion damping dynamics and the design sea state (the pre-
dominant wave period). 
Wave forecasting can be performed using up-wave mea-
surement [186]–[189] or time-series modeling at the device 
location [59], as shown in Figure 14. A comparative case 
study [190] has demonstrated little 
benefit in including up-wave mea-
surements in forecasting the varia-
tions in the water column of an 
OWC compared to autoregressive 
(AR) methods, which are based 
purely on historical measurements 
of the water column variations. 
However, the generality of such a 
result is not proven. While many 
time-series techniques may be 
employed, including harmonic 
models, neural network models, and 
models based on the EKF, a simple 
linear AR forecasting model such as
 ( | ) ( ) ( | )k l k a k k l i ki
i
n
1
h h+ = + -
=
t t t/
 (38)
performs well and has a convenient 
frequency-domain interpretation. 
As an example, Figure 15 shows 
( | ),k l kh +t  for l 1=  to ,l 50=  at a 
specific time instant ,k  calculated 
with an AR model of order n 24=  
on the data set ,P2  filtered with 
cutoff frequency .0 7c~ =  rad/s for 
wave data at Pico Island in the 
Azores. Figure 16 shows 
how the AR model poles 
pick out the characteris-
tic spectral peaks in the 
sea spectrum.
CONCLUSIONS ANd 
pERSpECTIvES
Researchers from a vari-
ety of disciplines have 
addressed the wave-
energy control problem 
since the 1970s. How-
ever, much work remains 
to develop control strate-
gies that perform well 
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over the complete WEC operational space, are insensitive to 
modeling errors and disturbances, and have some fault-tol-
erant capability since WECs are normally located in remote 
areas. It is estimated that, for wave farms, maintenance costs 
are likely to be the same order of magnitude as capital costs. 
There are many new promising areas where control can 
make further contributions in wave-energy applications, 
including cooperative control of arrays of wave-energy 
devices [47], [34], [71]. For example, for the sample array lay-
outs of Figure 17, Figure 18 shows the ratio  /E Ei g^ h of 
energy captured by an array of heaving cylinders (radius = 
4 m, draft = 10 m, resonance period = 7.1 s) with independ-
ent device control Ei^ h and global coordinated control Eg^ h 
in a sea with peak period T 12p =  s 225 mm =^ h. The opti-
mal control laws (roughly based on the algorithm in the 
section “An MPC-Like Control Algorithm”) for each WEC, 
in the case of independent control (IC), are obtained by 
iteration, during which time the estimator and predictor on 
each WEC builds up a reliable forecast of the incoming 
waves (reaching quasi-steady state). This asymptotic condi-
tion is denoted by the lines marked with * in Figure 18 and 
show the upper performance bound for the IC case, 
although such performance is not achievable in practice. 
For a more realistic comparison, global control (GC) and IC 
are evaluated considering only the first iteration of the IC 
(marked with °). The GC is based on the algorithm in the 
section “An MPC-Like Control Algorithm” but with the 
control model accounting for all hydrodynamic interac-
tions between devices in the array, resulting in up to 20% 
better energy capture than IC. 
An important consideration is the strong interaction 
between the ideal WEC geometric shape and the WEC con-
trol strategy employed [191]. In addition, a strong interaction 
between the optimal WEC array layout and the control algo-
rithm employed has been demonstrated [192]. These system 
interactions have led to the consideration of total wave-
energy system optimization, or technoeconomic optimiza-
tion [193], illustrated in Figure 19, with the realization that, 
while energy or efficiency maximization is an interesting 
academic and engineering problem, the most important 
metric for a wave-energy system is the total economic ben-
efit. However, articulation of detailed capital and opera-
tional costs for wave-energy systems is nontrivial [194]. To 
date, the wave-energy control problem has not received the 
full attention of the wider control systems community. A 
broad range of control technologies and algorithms have 
strong potential in the area of wave-energy control. In addi-
tion, some application areas that are relatively mature, from 
a control perspective, bear a strong resemblance to the 
wave-energy control problem. For example, the connection 
with wind turbine control was articulated in the section 
“Wave-Energy Control Fundamentals.” The control of 
wave-energy devices is indeed a fertile control systems 
playground.
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